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Background: Engeletin (ENG) is a natural flavonoid compound known for its diverse physiological and pharmacological effects, 
such as anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, and immunomodulatory properties. It has garnered significant attention as a promising 
candidate for drug development.
Objective: This article aims to comprehensively review the clinical application, pharmacological action, and potential mechanisms of 
ENG, while exploring its prospects in clinical pharmacology.
Methods: We conducted a systematic search of PubMed, Science Direct, Google Scholar, Web of Science, Scopus, and MEDLINE 
for a thorough review of high-quality articles on the source, extraction, and application of ENG, or the primary active ingredient for 
improving bodily injuries.
Results: ENG exhibits significant potential in treating a variety of diseases across different systems, attributed to its anti- 
inflammatory, antioxidant, anti-tumor, and metabolic regulatory activities. These effects are linked to direct or indirect interactions 
with multiple pathways involving key molecules upstream and downstream.
Conclusion: While ENG shows promise, its development requires further exploration. Future studies should focus on elucidating its 
mechanisms of action, identifying targets through clinical studies, and optimizing compounds for drug development. These research 
directions are crucial for advancing the development and application of flavonoids. This review underscores the significant research 
potential of ENG, paving the way for its application in diverse clinical settings.
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Introduction
Herbs are one of the oldest medical treatments for a variety of illnesses, and they are still indispensable in modern 
medicine.1 Natural compounds extracted from plants can cure human ailments as life originated in nature. The public has 
long been interested in the use of natural compounds to treat human diseases. A new xanthone glycoside, 1, 3, 5, 
6-tetrahydroxyxanthone-C-4-β-D-glucopyranoside, has been extracted from mango, which excellent water solubility and 
skin permeability make it suitable for use as a local anti- aging agent.2 The antioxidant properties of flavonoids extracted 
from artichokes make them powerful anti-Alzheimer’s disease agents.3 The 25 compounds extracted from Origanum 
vulgare leaves have been shown to have a good protective effect on thioacetamide-induced liver injury and hepatic 
encephalopathy through its antioxidant and neuroregulatory properties, and can reduce anxiety and depressive behavior 
in rats with hepatic encephalopathy.4 ENG (deoxydihydroquercetin-3-β-rhamnoside) is a naturally occurring flavonoid 
compound found in Liliaceous plants. ENG has the molecular formula C21H22O10 and a molecular weight of 434 g/mol.5 

It has beneficial biological activities, including anti-inflammatory,6 antioxidant,7 antibacterial,8 antitumor,9,10 and 
immunomodulatory.11 Furthermore, ENG is a natural aldose reductase (AR) inhibitor that delays the development of 
chronic diabetes.12 ENG is effective in the treatment of a variety of circulatory, respiratory, reproductive, endocrine, 
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nervous, and motor diseases. This review aimed to summarize the most recent advances in ENG and to anticipate how 
they might be applied to the prevention and treatment of diseases in the future.

The Sources of ENG
Rhizoma Smilacis Chinae (RSC) and Rhizoma Smilacis Glabrae (RSG) contain significant amounts of ENG, an active 
ingredient in traditional medicinal herbs. However, the amount of ENG in RSC is significantly greater than that in 
RSG.13 ENG has also been extracted from Artocarpus dadah, Pieris japonica, Dioon spinulosum, and other plants.14–16 

ENG is the primary flavonoid compound in wine.17 The chemical structure of ENG and the extraction procedure are 
plotted in Figure 1, and the sources of ENG in chronological order is summarized Table 1.

ENG has been studied as a flavonoid for more than two decades. ENG was first reported in 1998 for immunological 
hepatocyte damage treatment. Xu et al18 extracted ENG from the roots of Smilax bockii warb in 2005 for the first time 
and determined the molecular formula of ENG using a white needle-like crystal at normal temperature and a melting 
point of 169°C–171°C. In 2011, Huang et al19 extracted ENG for the first time from the leaves of Engelhardia 
roxburghiana. They found that a 50 µM concentration of ENG inhibited the downstream nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) 
pathway-mediated inflammatory response and lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-induced interleukin (IL)-1β release. 
Interestingly, ENG significantly increased IL-1β mRNA expression at 10 µM.19 According to Srisupa in 2012,20 

among the flavonoids isolated from the leaves of Engelhardtia chrysolepsis, ENG significantly inhibited the release of 
prostaglandin E2 from RAW 264.7 cells stimulated by LPS. Moreover, Zhao et al7 confirmed in 2020 that ENG could 
suppress the phosphorylation of the p65 protein and the NF-κB pathway in an in vitro sepsis model. ENG has good anti- 
inflammatory activity, but its concentration range and other activities are not well known. On this basis, subsequent 
researchers investigated its physicochemical properties and found that ENG is an effective achievement with low 
cytotoxicity. The pharmacokinetics of ENG were identified for the first time in 2017 by Ye et al.21 ENG was rapidly 
absorbed and widely distributed following a single oral or intravenous administration, with low bioavailability and an 
oral half-life of 3.686 ± 2.356 h.21 In 2019, Xie et al22 measured the concentrations of ENG in rat plasma after orally 
administering Poria cocos and discovered that ENG was rapidly absorbed and reached a maximum concentration of 0.30 
± 0.03 µM in the plasma after approximately 0.25 h. In 2020, Chen et al23 identified ENG as one of the main components 
of the traditional Chinese medicine prescription for treating psoriasis in the absence of purification analysis. Although 
various methods have been used to extract and purify ENG from plants, no chemical synthesis of ENG has been reported. 
ENG has a relatively low yield and purity, which limits its clinical study to some extent.

The Biological Activity and Mechanism of ENG
Recent studies have identified ENG as an active agent in several diseases such as the nervous system, the respiratory 
system, the digestive system, the cardiovascular system, the genitourinary system, the endocrine system and the motor 
system. Moreover, ENG was found to have anti-tumor activities. The potential role of ENG in different diseases is 
summarized in Figure 2 and Table 2, and the pathway regulation related to ENG is plotted in Figure 3.

Figure 1 The extraction process of ENG. Collected the roots, stems, leaves, and seeds of Genus Quercetin (Rhus), Smilacis Chinae (RSC), Rhizoma Smilacis Glabrae (RSG), 
Artocarpus dadah, Pieris japonica, Dioon spinulosum, and Pachymaria cocos, crushed and ground, and ethanol or methanol were used as solvents to extract ENG from the 
plant materials. The resulting extracts were then filtered to remove solid impurities. Finally, the extract was concentrated and crystallized to obtain pure ENG.
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ENG and the Nervous System
In terms of the nervous system, ENG has primarily promoted the regeneration of cerebral ischemia blood vessels, 
inhibited oxidative stress, reduced inflammation of nerve cells, and preserved nerve function.24 A stroke is a focal injury 
of the central nervous system caused by vascular events.25 Cerebral ischemia-reperfusion injury (IRI) is the most 
common cause of neurological impairment. By creating a cerebral IRI model in rats, Liu et al26 revealed that ENG 
promoted angiogenesis in vivo and in vitro via the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)/vasohibin signaling 
pathway and stabilized new vessels through the angiopoietin-1/Tie-2 pathway. The study indicated that ENG maintained 
the blood supply of vital organs and protected cellular activity, providing crucial theoretical support for its potential 
therapeutic value during IRI. However, this study has several limitations. First, it did not discuss the pharmacokinetic– 
pharmacodynamic relationship of ENG. Second, because IRI is a complex and multifaceted disease, this study focused 
only on the effect of ENG on angiogenesis without further examining the specific mechanisms of its protective effect on 
neurological function injury in IRI.

Figure 2 The potential role of ENG in different diseases.

Table 1 The Sources of Engeletin

Time Source of Engeletin

1999 Rhizome smilacis glabrae
2002 Artocarpus dadah

2003 Chardonnay and Pinot Noir champagne

2007 Stelechocarpus cauliflorus R.E. Fr. (Annonaceae)
2010 Smilax ferox

2011 Engelhardia roxburghiana leaves

2012 Nelumbo nucifera and Gynostemma pentaphyllum
2013 Pieris japonica

2015 Engelhardia roxburghiana
2019 Hymenaea martiana Hayne (Fabaceae)

2020 Dioon spinulosum leaves

2022 Parangipattai Chooranam
2023 Inga stipularis DC. (fabaceae)
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Based on these findings, another study confirmed that ENG could alleviate oxidative stress and the inflammatory 
response in BV-2 murine microglial cells induced by amyloid-β (1–42) by adjusting the Kelch like ECH-associated 
protein 1 (Keap1)/nuclear transcription factor E2-related factor 2 (Nrf2) signaling pathway, hereby arresting the 
progression of Alzheimer’s disease.24 Collectively, ENG exerted a therapeutic effect on the central nervous system. 
More basic and clinical studies are warranted to explore its in-depth mechanisms and practical applications.

ENG and the Respiratory System
ENG, an important component of anti-inflammation and regulation of apoptosis, autophagy, cell cycle, and endoplasmic 
reticulum stress,10,27,28 is involved in the pathophysiology of various respiratory diseases, such as the modulation of 
respiratory epithelial mucin expression,27 pulmonary fibrosis,28 acute lung injury (ALI),29 and lung cancer.10

ENG Inhibited the Secretion of Mucin-5AC (MUC5AC) in Airway Epithelial Cells
A small amount of mucus is present on the surface of the airways, where mucin plays a key role in defending lung 
epithelial cells. Pathogens that invade the respiratory tract stimulate abnormal mucus secretion and impair respiratory 
function by inducing an inflammatory response. Hossain27 found that ENG could directly act on airway epithelial cells by 
reducing the phosphorylation of inhibitor kappa B kinase (IKK) stimulated by phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate, thereby 

Table 2 The Activity and Mechanisms of ENG in Different Diseases

System Event Key Targets References

Nervous system Cerebral IRI VEGF/vasohibin pathway; Ang-1/Tie-2 pathway Liu et al, 2021

Alzheimer’s disease Inflammation; Oxidative stress; Keap1/Nrf2 pathway Huang et al, 2019

Cardiovascular system Atherosclerosis NF-κB pathway Wei et al, 2019

Cardiac remodeling Oxidative stress; Nrf2/HO-1 pathway Fang et al, 2023

Respiratory system Airway mucus overproducing MUC5AC mucin; NF-κB pathway Hossain et al 2019

Acute lung injury NF-κB pathway; PPAR-γ Jiang et al, 2018

Pulmonary fibrosis TGFβ1-smad/p38MAPK- lnc865/lnc556- miR-29b2-5p- 

STAT3 signal pathway

Shen et al 2021

Lung cancer Apoptosis; Endoplasmic-reticulum Liu et al 2020

Digestive system Liver injury PPAR-γ; NF-κB pathway Tian et al, 2019

Genitourinary system Endometritis TLR4 regulated NF-κB pathway Wu et al 2016

Upper genital tract 

inflammation

NF-κB pathway Zou et al, 2017

Pelvic inflammatory disease AR-dependent PLC/PKC/NF-κB pathway; MAPK 

inflammatory pathway

Wang et al, 2020

Vulvovaginal candidiasis SAP; Antifungal activity Pushkala et al, 2022

Cervical cancer NF-κB pathway Bai et al, 2020

Endocrine system Diabetes AR inhibitory activity Wirasathien et al, 2007

Gout arthritis Xanthine oxidase Liang et al, 2019

Obesity β3-AR/AMPK signaling pathway Kong et al, 2022

Motor system Osteoarthritis 

Degeneration 
Intervertebral disc

Apoptosis; 

Nrf2 pathway; 
MAPK pathway

Li et al, 2022 

Wang et al, 2021
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modulating the phosphorylation and degradation of inhibitor kappa Bα (IkBα) and the phosphorylation of the NF-κB/p65 
signaling pathway, which could improve respiratory function by restricting MUC5AC secretion at the mRNA level. 
These findings suggest that ENG, as a mucosal regulator, is useful in the treatment of inflammatory lung diseases. 
However, only in vitro data are presented, and this conclusion requires in vivo confirmation.

Effect of ENG on ALI
ALI is a serious threat to human survival, and there is still a need to explore drugs to ameliorate ALI. An animal model of 
LPS-induced ALI showed that ENG inhibits the production of inflammatory cytokines in the NF-κB pathway, which may 
be mediated by the upregulation of proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPARγ).29 Although this study suggests that ENG 
was effective for ALI in animals, in vitro experiments have only confirmed the difference in the expression of tumor 
necrosis factor (TNF)-α, an inflammatory factor. Moreover, external evidence is scanty, so more research is needed to 
verify this viewpoint.

Effect of ENG on Pulmonary Fibrosis
The abnormal transformation of pulmonary fibroblasts to myofibroblasts causes pulmonary fibrosis, which is considered 
a crucial point in the treatment of pulmonary fibrosis. Previous research has shown that ENG can treat anti-pulmonary 
fibrosis by inhibiting the expression of fibrosis-related markers such as a-SMA, vimentin, collagen I, and collagen 
III.28,30 Moreover, by modifying the long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) – lnc949, activating the endoplasmic reticulum 
stress, and blocking the proliferation and migration of fibroblasts, ENG exerts an antifibrosis effect.28 Furthermore, Shen 
et al30 proposed that ENG was involved in the intermediate regulatory process of pulmonary fibrosis by regulating lnc865 
and lnc556. Overall, the current findings demonstrated that ENG plays a beneficial role in pulmonary fibrosis, which 
would be more convincing if clinical trial data could be used. A recent study showed that ENG had a considerable 
therapeutic effect on cardiac remodeling,31 so it is expected that its antifibrotic properties will be confirmed in the 
treatment of other organ fibrosis, such as liver and renal fibrosis.

ENG and Liver Injury
The liver serves as the body’s detoxification factory. Viruses, bacteria, parasites, drugs, alcohol, and autoimmune factors 
can cause severe liver injury, which is often manifested as inflammatory liver lesions in the early stages. Therefore, 
inhibiting inflammatory signaling pathways is an effective therapeutic strategy for delaying the development of liver 
injury. In 1998, Chen et al11 reported that ENG could prevent damaged hepatocytes from infiltrating the liver cells during 

Figure 3 ENG and signaling pathway regulation. ENG inhibits the nuclear transcriptional activity of NF-κB by preventing the degradation of IκB and promoting the binding of 
IκB to NF-κB, thereby preventing the release and entry of NF-κB into the nucleus. ENG inhibits the phosphorylation of ERK and p38, thereby affecting the activity of 
downstream signaling molecules and reducing the expression of inflammatory factors and apoptosis-related genes. ENG inhibits the activity of PI3K and reduces the 
secondary signaling molecule PIP3 produced by PI3K. Solid black arrows represent facilitative effects, dashed black arrows indicate potential effects, and solid blue lines 
indicate inhibitory effects. 
Note: This picture was drawn by PowerPoint.
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immune liver injury by causing rhamnose disorder in liver non-parenchymal cells. In 2019, Tian et al32 studied the liver- 
protective effect of ENG in a mouse liver injury model induced by LPS. They demonstrated that ENG could intercept the 
NF-κB inflammatory pathway by upregulating PPAR-γ expression, thereby alleviating the pathological changes in liver 
tissue and reducing the levels of inflammatory cytokines and transaminases in serum. This supported the significant 
therapeutic value of ENG in liver injury. Chronic liver injury causes liver fibrosis, which can progress to irreversible 
cirrhosis if treatment is delayed. Because ENG has been confirmed to be an effective antifibrotic agent, its role in the 
treatment of liver fibrosis needs to be further explored.

ENG and the Cardiovascular System
Currently, research on ENG in cardiovascular events is lacking. Owing to its anti-inflammatory and antifibrotic 
effects,6,28 ENG has been shown to have great potential in the treatment of atherosclerosis (AS)33 and cardiac 
remodeling.31 AS is the leading cause of death worldwide,34 and it is caused by a combination of factors such as lipid 
metabolism disorders, endothelial dysfunction injuries, inflammation, and oxidative stress.35–37 Based on Kyoto 
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment analysis and animal experiments, Wei et al33 

confirmed that ENG inhibits the occurrence and progression of AS via the following mechanisms: 1. downregulating 
the expression of p65 and its downstream targets TNF-α, vascular cell adhesion molecule-1, and IL-1β in the NF-κB 
pathway to reduce the arterial inflammatory response; 2. directly interacting with the low-density lipoprotein receptor 
(LDLR), thereby targeting and regulating essential cholesterol metabolic pathway genes such as APOB, APOE, and 
LDLR, resulting in a reduction in lipid levels; and 3. inhibiting the expression of diabetes-related target genes via the 
insulin signaling pathway and acting as an antioxidant. The study identified potential targets and pathways for AS, 
providing ideas for future AS research as well as elucidating various biological roles of ENG. The latest research results 
show that the antioxidant properties of ENG improve isoproterenol-induced myocardial fibrosis, electrical remodeling, 
and ion channel remodeling as well as ameliorate cardiac remodeling and ventricular fibrillation susceptibility.31 Despite 
recent studies demonstrating that ENG has positive effects on cerebral IRI26 and other diseases, the potential role and 
mechanisms of ENG in cardiac IRI have not been discussed yet and need to be confirmed by further research.

ENG and the Genitourinary System
Researchers have also studied the effects of ENG on reproductive system disorders. It has been proven to be effective in 
treating endometritis,38 genital tract inflammation,39 pelvic inflammatory disease,40 and other conditions because of its 
anti-inflammatory activity. Its unique antibacterial activity is effective in treating vaginal candidiasis.11 It can also 
prevent tumor cells from proliferating and metastasizing, thereby inhibiting reproductive system tumors.9

ENG and Inflammation of the Reproductive System
Currently, antibiotics are the primary treatment modality for inflammation of the female reproductive system. Antibiotics 
can effectively inhibit pathogens, but long-term use will inevitably lead to bacterial resistance due to chronic inflamma-
tion in the genital tract. Therefore, new therapeutic measures must be explored. In one study, ENG extracted from Poria 
cocos was found to be a natural AR inhibitor with strong anti-inflammatory and antioxidant activities.12 At present, many 
studies have suggested that ENG plays an important role in inflammatory diseases of the reproductive system.38,40 Wang 
et al40 found that ENG could exert an anti-pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) effect by specifically blocking AR- 
dependent phospholipase C (PLC)/ protein kinase C (PKC)/NF-κB and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) 
inflammatory pathways, inhibiting nuclear translocation of NF-κB p65, and enhancing the phagocytotic ability of 
RAW 264.7 macrophages induced by LPS. Further research using the PID rat model showed that ENG significantly 
reduced the uterine inflammatory response and improved the epithelial tissue exfoliation of the endometrial edema, 
inflammatory cell infiltration, and endometrial fibrosis pathology. In addition, ENG plays a role in endometritis and 
inflammatory diseases of the upper reproductive system.38,39 Therefore, given the present findings, we hypothesize that 
ENG could be a valuable and effective alternative drug for gynecological inflammatory diseases.
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ENG and Vaginal Candidiasis
Candida albicans produces secreted aspartyl proteinases (SAP) to exert its virulence,41 and vulvovaginal candidiasis 
mediated by Candida albicans is the second most common and frequently recurring vaginal inflammation in women.42 

Molecular simulations and docking simulations performed by Poorna et al8 revealed that ENG has the highest free energy 
of binding with the target amino acid residues and can occupy the bioactive amino acid residues in the target cell, 
demonstrating strong antifungal activity by inhibiting SAP. Therefore, we can expect that the use of ENG in inflamma-
tory diseases of the reproductive system will greatly improve the quality of life of women. ENG can also inhibit the 
proliferation and metastasis of cervical cancer cells.9 As a result, researchers believe that ENG may have adjuvant 
therapeutic value in gynecological diseases, but further research is needed to confirm this.

The Effect of ENG in the Endocrine System
ENG and Gouty Arthritis (GA)
GA is a chronic inflammatory disease disorder characterized by synovial joint swelling; its acute onset is associated with 
the deposition of monosodium urate crystals in the joints,43,44 whereas chronic development and impaired renal function 
are caused by long-term serum hyperuricemia. Researchers found that RSG with ENG as the primary active ingredient 
had promising effects in the treatment of acute and chronic GA. For example, Liang et al45 demonstrated using gout 
animal models of acute GA and chronic hyperuricemia that ENG could dose-dependently reduce toe swelling, serum 
inflammatory factors, uric acid, and BUN levels; inhibit uric acid secretion; promote uric acid excretion; and decelerate 
the development of chronic gout. This study suggests that ENG, as the main active ingredient in RSG, plays a role in GA 
by reducing xanthine oxidase activity in the liver; improving inflammatory cell infiltration, renal tubular dilatation, 
vacuole formation, and synovial hyperplasia; and reducing the infiltration of inflammatory cells into the synovial 
membrane. The therapeutic effect and mechanism of ENG on gout still need to be verified experimentally in this 
study because it was not purified and analyzed separately.

ENG and Obesity
Obesity is a risk factor for diabetes, coronary AS, hyperuricemia, and other diseases.46,47 The activation of brown 
adipocytes reduces lipid accumulation and prevents obesity.48 Kong et al49 discovered that ENG can stimulate brown 
adipose tissue by activating mitochondria. In this mechanism, the β3-AR/ AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) 
signaling pathway is activated, leading to an increase in the expression of related metabolic genes such as lipolysis 
and oxidation-related metabolic genes, activating browning transcription factors, stimulating the transformation of white 
adipocytes into beige or brown-like adipocytes, promoting fat metabolism and thermogenesis, and decreasing fat storage. 
The effect of ENG on adipocyte browning is described for the first time in this study, which provides a new direction for 
developing drugs to improve human health.

ENG and Diabetes
Diabetes mellitus and its complications pose a serious threat to human health. Controlling blood glucose levels is 
currently the most important treatment for diabetes mellitus. According to Nguyen,50 ENG, which is extracted from 
plants such as Smilax glabra and lotus, cannot directly stimulate insulin secretion but can lower blood glucose levels in 
animals and cells. However, these effects have not yet been unanimously confirmed by exact mechanisms. In the body, 
a large amount of glucose is converted to sorbitol by AR during long-term hyperglycemia. Sorbitol accumulates in small 
blood vessels, nerves, retinas, kidneys, and other organs, leading to a hyperosmotic effect, which is the primary reason 
for chronic complications in diabetes mellitus.51 AR is the first rate-limiting enzyme in glucose-to-sorbitol conversion. 
Based on this theory, researchers have developed a method to control sorbitol levels to treat diabetic complications. 
Wirasathien12 confirmed that ENG extracted from cauliflower had the highest AR inhibitory activity and that it inhibited 
AR activity via non-competitive inhibition of the formation of inactive enzyme–substrate–inhibitor complexes, thereby 
terminating sorbitol accumulation and slowing the development of diabetic complications.
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The Role of ENG in the Motor System
The pathogenesis of osteoarthritis (OA) and intervertebral disc degeneration (IDD) is similar. The pathological feature of 
OA is cartilage degeneration, and its pathological mechanism is as follows: reactive oxygen species (ROS) inhibit the 
expression of extracellular matrix (ECM) in the joint and promote the synthesis of ECM-degrading enzymes, alter 
mitochondrial membrane potential, and induce apoptosis, thereby leading to chondrocyte decline and cartilage integrity 
destruction.52 IDD is caused by the loss of EMC cells and the apoptosis of nucleus pulposus cells in the nucleus pulposus 
of intervertebral discs, and inflammatory cytokines accelerate this process. According to the in vitro and in vivo findings 
of Wang et al.53 ENG inhibits the production of ROS, the degradation of ECM, the apoptosis of chondrocytes, and the 
destruction of mitochondrial membrane potential and suppresses the phosphorylation of NF-κB and MAPK signaling 
pathways associated with OA progression to alleviate the joint inflammatory response. Li et al54 demonstrated that ENG 
also inhibits the release of inflammatory cytokines in IDD models by preventing the activation of these inflammatory 
pathways. Based on these studies, ENG may be a promising treatment for arthritis because of its anti-inflammatory, anti- 
apoptotic, and antioxidant properties.

Antitumor Effect of ENG
ENG appears to play an antitumor role by regulating the post transcriptional translation of proteins, promoting autophagy 
in tumor cells, and inducing apoptosis in tumor cells. In 2011, Huang et al19 reported that ENG extracted from the leaves 
of Engelhardia roxburghiana inhibited the proliferation of human prostate cancer cells; however, they did not examine 
this mechanism in depth. In 2020, ENG was confirmed to induce tumor cell apoptosis, promote autophagy, and modify 
ubiquitination via the X-linked inhibitor apoptosis (XIAP)/ second mitochondria-derived activator of caspase (SMAC) 
signaling pathway in lung cancer cells.10 In addition to increasing ubiquitination and degradation of the anti-apoptotic 
protein XIAP via the ubiquitin–proteasome system at the translational level, ENG significantly increases the levels of the 
pro-apoptotic molecules t-BID and p53 upregulated modulator of apoptosis to induce apoptosis in lung cancer cells. The 
expression of the autophagy markers light chain-3B protein and autophagy-related gene-5 in lung cancer cells can be 
stimulated by ENG, thereby triggering autophagy and affecting the growth of lung cancer cells by inducing mitochon-
drial dysfunction.

Early distant metastasis in patients with cervical cancer is the major cause of death from this highly invasive cancer. 
ENG was studied by Bai et al9 to determine whether it affected the proliferation and metastasis of cervical cancer tumor 
cells. According to this study, ENG inhibits NF-κB signaling in cervical cancer tumors, interstitial epithelial transforma-
tion, vascular endothelial growth factor-A (VEGFA) and chemokine (CeC motif) ligand 2 (CCL2) expression, thereby 
restraining tumor migration, tumor invasion, tumor angiogenesis, and inflammatory progression.

Based on the current basic research, we can speculate that ENG is an antitumor agent. Despite the lack of clinical 
trials, it cannot be used in real-world settings. Further research into pharmacodynamics, pharmacokinetics, toxicology, 
and other areas will allow ENG to make progress as a potential antitumor active ingredient.

Summary and Outlook
ENG, the primary flavonoid compound found in liliaceous plants such as RSG and RSC, exhibits a wide range of 
beneficial properties including anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, anti-apoptotic, antitumor, antibacterial, and immunomo-
dulatory effects, suggesting potential therapeutic applications across various diseases affecting the circulatory, respira-
tory, reproductive, endocrine, nervous, and motor systems (as outlined in Table 2). Numerous studies have indicated 
a positive correlation between the pharmacological activity of ENG and its concentration, with low cellular toxicity and 
a favorable safety profile. While its distinct antitumor activity has been demonstrated in lung and cervical cancers, its 
broader effectiveness as a broad-spectrum antitumor agent remains to be established. Despite ENG’s historical use as 
a therapeutic agent, its pharmacological effects are still in the early stages of development. For instance, its impact on the 
cardiovascular system has been relatively understudied, necessitating further research to determine its potential role in 
cardiac ischemia-reperfusion injury (IRI) and septic cardiomyopathy.
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Future investigations should thoroughly explore ENG’s effects on different systems and establish its safe dosage. 
Furthermore, all current studies regarding ENG are preclinical, with no clinical trials conducted. Consequently, 
subsequent clinical drug trials and randomized clinical trials are imperative to verify its efficacy and safety. The 
following studies should focus on various perspectives, including mechanism investigation, compound optimization, 
drug development, and clinical research. Delving deeper into the mechanism of action and exploring the targets of ENG, 
including its cellular and molecular-level activity, as well as its interactions with other drugs or therapies, will provide 
a more robust scientific basis for drug development and clinical application. Optimizing the chemical structure of ENG is 
paramount for enhancing its pharmacological activity and bioavailability, and drug development is pivotal in translating 
research findings into tangible medications, offering new prospects for the development of novel drugs and treatment 
regimens. Conducting clinical studies is a vital step in translating the potential value of ENG into clinical applications, 
validating its effectiveness and safety in treating specific diseases. A comprehensive exploration of these research 
directions will help unleash the full potential pharmacological value of ENG and contribute to promoting human health.
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